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NEW QUESTION: 1
You can create a powerful self-service experience for the
customer using?

A. The IBM Customer Experience Suite
B. The IBM Customer Service System
C. The IBM Commerce Framework
D. The IBM Enterprise Service Process Manager
Answer: A
Explanation:
IBM Customer Experience Suite Demo
Your business is built on the relationships you have with your
customers.
And those relationships are happening online.
As we infuse the world's systems with greater intelligence,
it's possible to create compelling,
meaningful
interactions on the web-personalized for each customer.
These kinds of experiences help you stand out from the crowd,
and can transform your customers
into loyal advocates.
Reference:ftp://lotusweb.boulder.ibm.com/lotusweb/portal/assets
/vo_script.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be
correct for more than one question in the series. Each question
is independent of the other questions in this series.
Information and details provided in a question apply only to
that question.
You have a database that contains tables named
Customer_CRMSystem and Customer_HRSystem. Both tables use the
following structure:
The tables include the following records:
Customer_CRMSystem
Customer_HRSystem
Records that contain null values for CustomerCode can be
uniquely identified by CustomerName.
You need to display a Cartesian product, combining both tables.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you run?
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

G:
H:
A. Option A
B. Option F
C. Option H
D. Option G
E. Option B
F. Option E
G. Option D
H. Option C
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A cross join that does not have a WHERE clause produces the
Cartesian product of the tables involved in the join. The size
of a Cartesian product result set is the number of rows in the
first table multiplied by the number of rows in the second
table.
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190690(v=sql.105)
.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security administrator implements a web server that utilizes
an algorithm that requires other hashing standards to provide
data integrity. Which of the following algorithms would meet
the requirement?
A. HMAC
B. SHA
C. MD5
D. RIPEMD
Answer: B
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